
Moving Day 

By Ethan C. 

 

 It was November 26th, 1992. I remember there was a warm breeze outside, it blew back and 

forth slowly and comfortably. However, it was just too hot to stay outside. My third cousin, Derek, and I 

lived out in an incredibly rural part of Missouri. There was not another house or person in sight, and it 

always took more than an hour to get to work. I was playing some stupidly inexpensive games on the 

Macintosh PowerBook a friend lent me. I sat there wondering when Derek would be home. By the way, 

my name is Levi Yasmuth, but everyone calls me by middle name, Stoney. I’m going to tell you about the 

time when I and my third cousin were going to move out, but things weren’t going to plan. 

 As I was looking through all my bad, 20 dollar PowerBook games, I could hear the lock on the 

front door start to turn. I knew someone was coming in, but Derek burst straight in through the front 

door. 

He yelled out to me, “Ay Stoney! ‘Member that job I got at the pharmacy a couple miles out?” 

“Oh yeah. I remember.” I replied. 

Derek contemplated for a moment. “Well, Stoney, I’m thinking about movin’ out somewhere more 

urban, ya’ see. And I’m thinkin’ you should move out too.” 

I was surprised for a moment, and I think Derek saw the look on my face. 

“Stoney, what’s goin’ through your mind, there?” 

 

“Oh nothing, but I was thinking the same thing… You know, movin—“ I tried to explain, but Derek 

interrupted,  

 

“Ya, that’s all interesting and all, but my car’s just run outta gas… So can ya’ get your car started, I need 

to be outta here by 5:30, and it’s 4:45!” 

 

I continued, “Ugh, again? Well, what do you have to leave for?” 

 

“The job at the pharmacy for goodness sake! Don’t ya’ ever here some body when their talkin’ bout 

important things?” 

 

I couldn’t help but cringe at Derek’s constant use of slang. However, I still continued on. “Yeah Derek, I’ll 

drive you out.” 

 

“K then, I think I should be gettin’ outta here right bout now.” 

 

 I started up, and walked outside with Derek. The second I was in the hot sun, I felt hotter than 

ever. Thankfully, daylight saving time was over, so the night was coming quicker. I jumped in the driver’s 

seat, with Derek right next to me. I turned the key and switched into drive. So when I press the gas, the 



car should move, right? Well not then. The car wouldn’t budge. I repeatedly pressed the gas over and 

over again. All of the sudden, Derek tapped my shoulder. 

 

“Not now, Derek! I need this car to start!” I whispered frustratingly. 

 

“Stoney, listen!” he whispered to me, “Do you hear that dripping sound?” 

 

 I waited for a moment—at first, I didn’t hear anything, but as I listened closer, I heard the slight 

sound of a drip— 

 

“Drip, drip drop, drip drip drip drip drip, drop drop drip.” 

 

I immediately opened my driver’s side door and crouched down. I looked all around the sides of the car, 

but I couldn’t find anything. 

 

I thought to myself, “It couldn’t be an icicle, it hasn’t snowed yet, how could ice get on my car?” 

 

However, as I searched farther down and around the back of the car, I saw a strange black liquid dripping 

from a small pipe. This time, the dripping sound was much louder. 

 

“Drip, drip drop, drip drip drip drip drip, drop drip drip.” 

 

I knew immediately what was going on. I had gas leaking out of my car! 

 

I yelled out, “What? How could this ever happen?” 

 

Derek heard me yelling, so he jumped out of the car and quickly ran over to the back, where I was. 

Once he saw the gas leaking out, he also knew what was happening. 

 

“Um, uh, Stoney I know an auto repairs, uh, number, let me call em’!” Derek stuttered out. 

 

“Uh, ya. You go do that.” I replied. 

 

As Derek ran inside, though, he dropped an old, antique and kind of broken lighter. I remembered 

that he got that same lighter passed down to him from his father, and his father got it passed down to him 

from his father. There was something about this lighter—it was supposed to only light the flame when 

triggered, and turn off when the person’s finger was released. However, this one would occasionally be 

stuck in the triggered position, meaning you could put the lighter down and it would still be lighted, and 

this lighter was lighted. 

 

 I looked down in awe as the flame steadily made its way over the puddle of gasoline, and 

eventually up the small, gas leaking pipe. I saw my life flash before my eyes. In an act of desperation, I 

leaped towards the front door of the house as the car behind me exploded. I quickly looked around and 

saw the huge, smoking, fireball in front of me. My eyes quickly darted to Derek’s car behind mine, but his 

car was just rubble now too. 

 

 I ran through the front door and slammed it behind me. I saw Derek standing in the kitchen, 

scanning my clothes with his eyes. I looked down at myself too, and saw that I was covered in dark 



ashes. Some of my shirt and pants were also ripped up. I looked further down and saw that one of my 

shoes was missing. I must not have noticed it at the time. 

 

“Wha-what happened out there?” stammered Derek. 

 

“Um… You dropped the lighter… and… well…” I tried to say. 

 

“Oh my—did the cars blow up?” Derek replied. 

“Um… yeah, that’s about right.” I said quietly. 

 

 I could see the awe-struck face of Derek. I knew he was probably thinking, 

 

“What are we gunna do now?” 

 

I knew that I definitely was thinking that. Just then, Derek ran off into his bedroom. I could hear that he 

was tearing apart his bedroom, looking for something. 

 

“What are you doing now? Did you get the auto repair people on the line?” I yelled out to him. 

 

Again, he walked out of his bedroom and said to me, 

 

“My extra lighter—I can’t find it, and no, I didn’t get them on the line. The power went out!” 

 

“Oh no. Just when I thought nothing worse could happen.” I replied. 

 

“Ya. I know, but there’s worse things going on. That extra lighter coulda’ kept us extra warm tonight, 

because the heating system isn’t working. I heard on my radio earlier that tonight’s gunna be real cold.” 

He said solemnly to me. 

 

Although I had no idea what to do, I told Derek, 

 

“Hey, y’know what, I’ll take my bike out and ride up to the nearest gas station. There I’ll hopefully be able 

to get a hold of someone. I also have a small generator in the back that should last about 10-12 hours. 

Use that while I’m gone.” 

 

Derek replied, “That old bike with a flat tire? Are you sure you want to do this? I can do it!” 

 

“Yes, Derek. I’m going to take the old bike, the only one we have! I’m going to ride up there until I see 

something, someone!” I told him. 

 

 He reluctantly agreed. I started off for the garage to get my bike while Derek got the generator. 

As I opened the garage, though, I saw a strange light emitting from outside of the garage. As the garage 

opened further, I saw that it was my friend, Larry! I remembered that I called him earlier to move out some 

stuff for a garage sale. I grabbed Larry’s arm and pulled him inside. 

 

“What’s going on, Stoney?” Larry said. 

 

“I’ll tell you later, Larry.” I replied. 

 



 I came inside and noticed Derek trying to start the generator. 

 

“Derek, its Larry!” I yelled to him. 

 

“How did you get Larry here?” Derek replied, while looking up to us. 

 

“I called him earlier to help move some stuff for a garage sale!” I told Derek. 

 

Derek, Larry and I then went out to Larry’s car so that he could drive us out of here. On the way out, of 

course, Derek and I explained everything that happened to us to him. 

 

 


